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This is the collection of 38 books that are combined into a library sometimes known as â€œThe Lost

Books of the Bible and Forgotten Books of Edenâ€• or â€œThe Banned Books From the Bibleâ€•.The

Lost Books of the BibleThese books consists of all the available ecclesiastical writings of early

Christian authorities that are known to exist, and yet were omitted from the authorized New

Testament. Whether they are canonical or not, at the least these writings are of very great

importance. Along with the "Forgotten Books of Eden" are sometime referred to the "Banned Books

from the Bible".Translated J.B. Lightfoot, and R.H. Charlespublished by, The Clarendon Press, 1913

and edited and published by Rutherford H. Platt, 1926edited and republished by E.C. Marsh,

2010The Forgotten Books of EdenThese books are translation of the Old Testament

pseudepigrapha writings which didn't achieved canonical status, giving mankind's early pictures of

the past and hopes for the future that have survived the devastation of the centuries. Along with the

"Lost Books of the Bible" are sometime referred to the "Banned Books from the Bible".Translated

J.B. Lightfoot, and R.H. Charlespublished by, The Clarendon Press, 1913 and edited and published

by Rutherford H. Platt, 1926edited and republished by E.C. Marsh, 2010
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While I owned both of these volumes in print version -- and had already read "The Lost Books"-- I

liked the idea of having both of them in a more portable format. This is the complete text, as far as I

can tell, but the lack of an active ToC makes it very difficult to find anything. I've owned this fo a

couple of week now and have spent some time in it, so this isn't a case of impatience as so many

ToC complaints seem to be. If you're fine with slow searches, then this really is a good deal;

otherwise, there may be a more polished version out there somewhere.

This translation is a surprisingly easy read and a great resource of historical accounts of Adam and

eve the childhood years of Jesus and writings of various prophets, apostles and other historical

figures. A bible scholar can easily compare the efficacy of many of the accounts by their agreement

with bible accounts and scripture.a very worthwhile and informative read.

Lacks table of contents which is very annoying. Lacks the beginning introduction. Also lacks the

forward for each book which is a shame as they are very informative. Glad I have a printed copy

with everything intact. Talk about a 'plain wrap' version, this is it!

I am an avid Bible advocate and know the Bible well. So this book fills in the blanks for me and

gives me wider perspective and knowledge. I causes you to get into the Bible for even more

understanding.

Pretty interesting reading i had heard of these books many years ago and just now getting around to

reading them, i can now see where other religions get some of their beliefs. Next i need to research

why these books are not part of the Holy Bible

When you get into these books they expose you to a world of understanding a bit different from

what is some times known of those times,the bible in the earliest years were many writing's,and

story's they give a different slant than those chosen by Constantine and his groups that chose the

books,Yet the Ethiopian bible was Constantine's chosen Bible and todays bible is not that bible So

what was chosen and by who does God remain the truth?Search for God is Honored by him keep

searching the holy ghost will tell you what is right and wrong...do not be afraid !

Very difficult to maneuver to desired books, would rather have this book in paperback. Too many

pages with no appropriate break for chapter or title!



This is extra tesimony of Jesus Christ not directly found in the King James Bible but is hinted to.

This book helps to fill in the gaps.
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